Lockout (The Alpha Group Trilogy #2)

A New York Times, USA TODAY, and Wall Street Journal best selling series!NOTE: This is
not a standalone story. It is the sequel to Locked, which should be read first. Locked is
currently available absolutely FREE!
Calling all Fifty Shades of Grey and
Crossfire Series fans! If youve been looking for your next fix, this is the series for you! Talk
about some serious YUM! - Read-Love-BlogWho is Sebastian Lock?Sophia had never felt
attraction like that before. Raw. Electric. Irresistible. Swept off her feet by the dashing,
enigmatic billionaire Sebastian Lock, she was taken on a journey of self discovery, taken to
places she never dreamed shed go.But things are never as simple as they appear. Sophias trust
is a fragile thing, and Sebastian seems intent on testing it. He has his own demons to battle,
and nobody has brought them to the fore like she has.As their relationship deepens, and Sophia
begins to break down his walls, all that greets her are more questions. Why is Sebastian
fighting so hard to keep her at a distance? Who is the girl on his phone? And why does the
strange tattoo on his chest seem so familiar?These puzzles plague her, but as Sebastians
mysteries begin to unravel, she must face an entirely different truth. Staying in the dark may
be painful, but knowing the answers could be deadly.This is a 43,500 word short novel, or
about 150 printed book pages. It contains erotic content and a dominant man who always gets
what he wants in the bedroom. It is intended for readers aged 18 and over.
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September USA Paperback. thumb. Title: Lockout (The Alpha Group Trilogy #2) Author(s):
Maya Cross ISBN: / ( USA. The NOOK Book (eBook) of the Lockout (The Alpha Group
Trilogy, #2) by Maya Cross at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $ or more!. A New York
Times, USA Today, and Wall Street Journal bestselling series! Calling all Fifty Shades of
Grey and Crossfire Series fans!. A New York Times, USA TODAY, and Wall Street Journal
best selling series! Calling all Fifty Shades of Grey and Crossfire Series fans! If you've. Read
a free sample or buy Lockout (The Alpha Group, #2) by Maya Cross. Loved this trilogy! 3.
Unlocked (The Alpha Group, #3); Lockout (The Alpha Group Trilogy #2). Author: Maya
Cross. Title: Lockout (The Alpha Group Trilogy #2). The Alpha Group. USED VG The Alpha
Group Complete.
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